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Abstract
Reflecting the rapid growth of science, technology, and culture, it has become common practice to consult tools on the World Wide
Web for various terms. Existing search engines provide an enormous volume of information, but retrieved information is not organized.
Hand-compiled encyclopedias provide organized information, but the quantity of information is limited. In this paper, aiming to integrate
the advantages of both tools, we propose a method to organize a search result based on multiple viewpoints as in Wikipedia. Because
viewpoints required for explanation are different depending on the type of a term, such as animal and disease, we model articles in
Wikipedia to extract a viewpoint structure for each term type. To identify a set of term types, we independently use manual annotation
and automatic document clustering for Wikipedia articles. We also propose an effective feature for clustering of Wikipedia articles.
We experimentally show that the document clustering reduces the cost for the manual annotation while maintaining the accuracy for
modeling Wikipedia articles.
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1. Introduction
Reflecting the rapid growth of science, technology, and cul-
ture, it has become common practice to consult tools on the
World Wide Web for various terms. Existing search engines
provide an enormous volume of information, but retrieved
information is not organized. Hand-compiled encyclope-
dias provide organized information, but the quantity of in-
formation is limited. Even Wikipedia, which is a large free
encyclopedia on the Web, does not include all the terms. In
addition, descriptions in Wikipedia articles are restricted by
authors’ viewpoints.
To solve the quantity and quality problems above, we have
been developing a method to produce encyclopedic dic-
tionaries automatically from Web pages and patent docu-
ments (Fujii, 2008). Our method extracts paragraph-style
term descriptions from a source text collection and clas-
sifies those descriptions into domains. Our method also
extracts related terms for each headword and summarizes
multiple descriptions into a single text. We have produced
an encyclopedic dictionary including approximately 1 900
000 Japanese terms as headwords, which is available at an
encyclopedic search site called “CYCLONE”1. CYCLONE

has been used for various research purposes, including
looking up a definition for a term and searching for patent
documents.
Aiming to enhance the encyclopedic search, Fujii (2010)
proposed a method to model Wikipedia-style term descrip-
tions, i.e., how each term is described and structured in
Wikipedia. In encyclopedias including Wikipedia, a sin-
gle term is usually described from one or more viewpoints.
In addition, a set of viewpoints required to describe a term
is different depending on the type of the term in question.
For example, while viewpoints for an animal include “ecol-
ogy”, “species”, and “appearance”, viewpoints for a disease
include “symptom”, “diagnosis”, and “treatment”. Thus, it

1http://cyclone.cl.cs.titech.ac.jp/

is time-consuming to manually model term descriptions for
various term types. To address this problem, a model of a
viewpoint structure for each term type was extracted from
Wikipedia. The resultant model was used to classify texts
retrieved by a search engine in response to a keyword, such
as “influenza”, and produce a summary for that keyword
from multiple viewpoints.
However, because categories annotated to Wikipedia arti-
cles are not well organized, in Fujii (2010) Wikipedia arti-
cles must be manually annotated according to the term type,
prior to modeling term descriptions. In this paper, we inves-
tigate effects of document clustering in reducing the cost for
the manual categorization. Although we target Japanese in
this paper, our method is language-independent.

2. Related work
Fujii and Ishikawa (2004) summarized information on the
Web based on viewpoints. However, because they targeted
only the computer domain, a set of viewpoints was always
the same. In addition, they used hand-crafted rules to ex-
tract sentences for each viewpoint, which is not scalable.
Biadsy et al. (2008) used Wikipedia to produce a biographic
summary for a person. They used articles in Wikipedia to
determine whether a sentence is a description for a person
or not. However, they did not use viewpoints for summa-
rization purposes.
Blair-Goldensohn et al. (2008) used aspects, which corre-
spond to viewpoints in this paper, for summarizing cus-
tomer reviews. For example, reviews for a restaurant
are summarized based on aspects, such as “location” and
“price”. Although aspects are extracted from the texts to
be summarized, we use Wikipedia as external knowledge
to model viewpoints.
Sauper and Barzilay (2009) used Wikipedia articles for a
term type, such as “disease”, to model descriptions for that
term type. Given a specific term, such as “influenza”, they
searched the Web for texts associated with “influenza” and
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selected representative texts to generate a description for
“influenza”. However, in their method a type of an input
term must be identified manually and only two term types
(“American film actors” and “disease”) were used for eval-
uation purposes. In addition, they did not address prob-
lems associated with lexical ambiguities (i.e., homonymy
and polysemy) for a target term. For example, if a target
term is “kiwi (bird/fruit)”, their method cannot distinguish
different meanings for “kiwi”.
Fujii (2010) addressed the above problems related to
Sauper and Barzilay (2009) and modeled term types and
viewpoints in a single framework. However, in this method,
Wikipedia articles must be manually annotated according
to the term type. To reduce the manual cost, we investigate
effects of document clustering for Wikipedia articles.

3. Methodology

3.1. Overview

Figure 1 depicts an overview of our method, in which the
left and right regions correspond to processes for modeling
term descriptions and classifying texts, respectively. Al-
though Figure 1 is mostly based on Fujii (2010), the con-
tribution of this paper is document clustering for articles in
the modeling process. While in this section we explain the
entire process in Figure 1, we elaborate on our clustering
method in Section 3.2.
In Figure 1, the numbers of term types and viewpoints for
each term type are two and three, respectively, without loss
of generality. For each term type, articles describing terms
associated with that term type are collected. Although cate-
gories annotated to Wikipedia articles can be useful for this
purpose, Wikipedia categories are not well organized as ex-
pected. For example, articles for individual animals and
articles for movies associated with animals are classified
into the “animal” category together. Unlike Fujii (2010), in
which articles were manually categorized according to the
term type, in this paper we perform document clustering to
automatically collect articles for each term type.
Articles in Wikipedia are usually structured based on “sec-
tions”. For example, sections for “influenza” include “Ety-
mology”, “History”, “Microbiology”, and “Symptoms and
diagnosis”. We use each section heading as a single view-
point. However, section headings for the same term type
can vary depending on the author. Thus, we divide the col-
lected articles into sections, and extract high-frequent sec-
tion headings as viewpoints for the term type in question.
We use Support Vector Machines (SVM) to learn two types
of classifiers. We use the One-Vs-Rest method to target
more than two categories. Given a set of article fragments
for each viewpoint, we learn a classifier for viewpoints
(“viewpoint classifier”). We use words in article fragments
as features.
We also learn a classifier for term types (“term classifier”),
for which we combine all the article fragments in a term
type as a single text. In Figure 1, we use texts for “animal”
and “disease” to produce a term classifier. We use words
in article fragments as features. However, unlike the view-
point classifier, we also use words in the title of each article
as features. For example, both “stomach cancer” and “lung

cancer” include the word “cancer” that can be a strong clue
associated with diseases.
In summary, our term description model consists of the
term classifier and the viewpoint classifier for each term
type modeled in the term classifier. This feature contrasts
with Sauper and Barzilay (2009), which did not model term
types.
The classification process is driven by a set of texts re-
trieved in response to a keyword, such as “influenza”. For
each of the texts, which can be either the entire Web page
or a snippet extracted by a search engine, we first use the
term classifier to determine the term type of “influenza”. In
Figure 1, because “disease” is selected as the term type for
“influenza”, we use the viewpoint classifier for “disease”
to determine the viewpoint from which “influenza” is de-
scribed in the input text. Finally, for each viewpoint, we
select the top N texts with greater SVM scores, so that a
user can obtain information about “influenza” from differ-
ent viewpoints with a minimal cost. In addition, texts not
describing “influenza”, which are usually assigned a small
score, can be discarded.
As a result, users can obtain encyclopedic information for
terms not included in Wikipedia. Even if the target term is
included in Wikipedia, the description is often restricted by
author’s viewpoints. However, our method collects various
information about that term from the Web. In addition, in-
dividual articles in Wikipedia often lack some viewpoints.
However, by collecting high-frequent viewpoints across ar-
ticles, viewpoints for a term can be augmented.

3.2. Clustering for Wikipedia Articles

For clustering of Wikipedia articles, a method to represent
each article by a feature vector and a clustering algorithm
are important. While we use the repeated bisection cluster-
ing algorithm (Zhao and Karypis, 2005), we use the follow-
ing feature types.

• Category in article (CAT)

Each article in Wikipedia is annotated
with one or more categories. Although
Wikipedia categories are not well organized,
category information is somewhat useful to
determine the term type of an article title.

• Bag of words in article (BOW)

This feature is usually used for represent-
ing target documents in clustering. Because
Japanese sentences lack lexical segmenta-
tion, we use MeCab to perform morphologi-
cal analysis and extract nouns, verbs, adjec-
tives, out-of-dictionary words, and symbols
as index terms.

• Character bigram in article title (CBG)

Article titles for the same term type often
look similar orthographically and share spe-
cific suffixes.

• Section heading in article (SEC)
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Figure 1: Overview of modeling Wikipedia articles and classifying online texts.

Articles for the same term type often share
section headings.

• Extended section heading in article (EXS)

Because the section headings in an article
can be different depending on the author, the
vocabulary mismatch problem is crucial if
we rely only on SEC. To resolve this prob-
lem, we propose the notion of “extended
section heading”. For a target article, we
search Wikipedia for such articles that share
at least one category with the target article
and use all section headings in the collected
articles as features for the target article.

Among the above features, the extended section heading is
proposed in this paper. In Section 4., we investigate the ef-
fectiveness of the individual features and any combinations
of features.

4. Evaluation
We used the same data set as in Fujii (2010), which con-
sists of 6 144 articles manually annotated with one of the
following 20 term types.

• general: animal, company, cooking, disease, fish, in-
sect, movie, person, plant, sports

• technical: astronomy, chemistry, construction, elec-
tricity, geology, informatics, law, mathematics,
physics, veterinary

We performed experiments for the general and technical
term types independently. Because the repeated bisection
clustering requires a predefined number of clusters, we set
this value to 10 in each experiment.
First, we evaluated the effectiveness of feature types in clus-
tering for articles. As evaluation measures for clustering,
we used purity, inverse purity, and F-measure (Amigó et al.,
2009). Each of these measures compares a set of clusters
to be evaluated with the set of reference categories. While
purity focuses on the maximum precision for each cluster,
inverse purity focuses on the maximum recall for each cat-
egory. F-measure is a harmonic mean of purity and inverse
purity. Purity and inverse purity are calculated by Equa-
tion (1).

purity(C,A) = 1
N

∑
j maxk |cj ∩ ak|

inv-purity(C,A) = 1
N

∑
k maxj |cj ∩ ak|

(1)

C = {c1, c2, . . . , cJ} and A = {a1, a2, . . . , aK} denote
the set of clusters and the set of reference categories, re-
spectively, and N is the total number of documents.
Table 1 shows purity, inverse purity, and F-measure of clus-
tering results for different feature types. In Table 1, for
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Table 1: Evaluation for clustering of Wikipedia articles.

General Technical
CAT BOW CBG SEC EXS CBG+CAT+EXS CAT BOW CBG SEC EXS CBG+CAT+EXS

Purity .797 .841 .829 .671 .897 .905 .691 .692 .658 .384 .794 .782
Inv-Purity .793 .833 .810 .593 .908 .917 .599 .576 .618 .303 .724 .757
F-measure .795 .837 .819 .630 .903 .911 .642 .629 .637 .339 .757 .769

the sake of simplicity we show the results for the indi-
vidual feature types and CBG+CAT+EXS, which achieved
the best F-measure among different combinations of fea-
ture types. Looking at Table 1, CBG+CAT+EXS generally
outperformed the other feature types in clustering for arti-
cles. Comparing the results for the individual feature types,
EXS, which is proposed in this paper, was most effective.
Although CAT itself was not effective as predicted, BOW,
which is usually effective for document clustering, was also
not effective in our experiments.
Second, we evaluated the effectiveness of CBG+CAT+EXS
in the term classification (see Figure 1). In real world usage,
target texts for the classification are any texts. However, as
in Fujii (2010), we used Wikipedia articles divided based
on sections as input texts. We performed 5-fold cross-
validation. Table 2 shows the accuracy of the term classifi-
cation for Fujii (2010) and our method (CBG+CAT+EXS).
Although Fujii (2010) outperformed our method in the term
classification, unlike Fujii (2010), our method does not re-
quire manual categorization for Wikipedia articles.

Table 2: Evaluation for term classification.

General Technical
Fujii (2010) 87.3% 77.2%

CBG+CAT+EXS 80.4% 69.2%

5. Conclusion
Aiming to integrate the advantages of a search engine
and an encyclopedia, we proposed a method to organize a
search result based on multiple viewpoints as in Wikipedia.
Because viewpoints required for explanation are different
depending on the type of a term, such as animal and dis-
ease, we modeled articles in Wikipedia to extract a view-
point structure for each term type. To identify a set of term
types, we independently used manual annotation and auto-
matic document clustering for Wikipedia articles. We pro-
posed an effective feature for clustering of Wikipedia arti-
cles and showed its effectiveness experimentally. We also
showed that the document clustering reduces the cost for
the manual annotation while maintaining the accuracy for
modeling Wikipedia articles.
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